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 His only clue is the whereabouts of a missing girl. Ashok takes a trip to the University of Mumbai to find his missing protegee
Sunaina. There he meets Sunaina's ex-boyfriend and mentor. Then the plot twists into a series of incidents. Cast Ajith as AK

aka Ashok Karthi as Rajan Thakkar Kajal Aggarwal as Sunaina Aishwarya Rajesh as Sugna Manobala as Chutt Soubin Shankar
as Kiran (Rajan's friend) Vineetha as Vaidehi (Rajan's friend) Divya Spandana as Sharmi (AK's friend) Anjali as Roshni (AK's

friend) Mamta Mohandas as Rani (AK's friend) Parul Dutta as (Sunaina's classmate) Balaji Shashtri as Janardhan (Sunaina's
classmate) Shobha Menon as Meenu Thakkar (Ashok's mother) Anant Jog as Police Inspector (police constable) Uday Tikekar

as Airport Security Inspector (A.K. never sits in a public bus during his journey and always buys a ticket in the name of the
person he is traveling with) Release Critical reception The film received negative reviews. Cinemaleografy gave the film a

rating of 2 out of 10 and said, "Ajith may have gone over the top in O Kadhal Kanmani but his excessive dialogues are enough
to send you to sleep. If Ajith had not made the film he will have been better off. Actually, the character is okay but the film is
no better than his previous films". References External links Category:2016 films Category:Indian films Category:2010s action

thriller films Category:2010s thriller drama films Category:Indian action thriller films Category:2010s Hindi-language films
Category:Directorial debut films Category:Films featuring an item number Category:Indian remakes of British films

Category:Masala films Category:Indian action drama films Category:Films about terrorism in India Category:Films shot in
Mumbai Category:2010s action drama filmsQ: Rotating a 3D cylinder and the $z$ axis line up correctly I am trying to
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